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Abstract—In this paper, an analytical end-to-end (E2E) packet
delay modeling is established for multiple traffic flows traversing an embedded virtual network function (VNF) chain in
fifth generation (5G) communication networks. The dominantresource generalized processing sharing (DR-GPS) is employed to
allocate both computing and transmission resources among flows
at each network function virtualization (NFV) node to achieve
dominant-resource fair allocation and high resource utilization.
A tandem queueing model is developed to characterize packets
of multiple flows passing through an NFV node and its outgoing
transmission link. For analysis tractability, we decouple packet
processsing (and transmission) of different flows in the modeling
and determine average packet processing and transmission rates
of each flow as approximated service rates. An M/D/1 queueing
model is developed to calculate packet delay for each flow at
the first NFV node. Based on the analysis of packet inter-arrival
time at the subsequent NFV node, we adopt an M/D/1 queueing
model as an approximation to evaluate the average packet delay
for each flow at each subsequent NFV node. The queueing model
is proved to achieve more accurate delay evaluation than that
using a G/D/1 queueing model. Packet transmission delay on each
embedded virtual link between consecutive NFV nodes is also
derived for E2E delay calculation. Extensive simulation results
demonstrate the accuracy of our proposed E2E packet delay
modeling, upon which delay-aware VNF chain embedding can
be achieved.
Index Terms—NFV, SDN, embedded VNF chains, E2E delay modeling, tandem queueing model, CPU and bandwidth
resources, bi-resource allocation, DR-GPS, rate decoupling.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Future communication networks are expected to provide
customized delay-sensitive end-to-end (E2E) service deliveries [1] (e.g., video streaming, machine-to-machine communications) with fine-grained quality-of-service (QoS) for
Internet-of-Things (IoT) [2]–[6]. Typical IoT application scenarios include remote control for smart homing, smart sensing [7], large-scale mobile social networking [8], industrial
automation [9], high-definition video conferencing, and intelligent transportation systems [10], [11]. To support diversified applications and use cases, network servers providing
different functions (e.g., classifiers, firewalls, and proxies)
are required to be augmented in a large scale to fulfill
customized service requirements in both wireless and core
network domains. However, the increasingly densified network
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deployment significantly expands installation and operational
cost of the infrastructure. Network function virtualization
(NFV) [12]–[15] provides a promising solution to reduce the
deployment cost and realize flexible function placement and
service customization. With NFV, network functions are decoupled from function-specific servers, softwarized as virtual
network functions (VNFs), and placed on general-purpose
programmable servers (also called NFV nodes [13], [16]).
Specifically, through a resource virtualization platform [17],
computing resources (i.e., CPU cores) for task processing on
each NFV node are virtualized as virtual CPU (vCPU) cores,
upon which virtual machines (VMs) are installed. Then, VNFs
are programmed on VMs of different NFV nodes at different
network locations to achieve high resource utilization.
For the evolving network paradigm, the backbone core network consists of a combination of network switches and NFV
nodes interconnected via high-speed wired transmission links.
NFV nodes hosting and operating VNFs are introduced to
improve service provisioning and resource utilization. A set of
VNFs and the virtual links connecting them constitute a logic
VNF chain, referred to as service function chain (SFC) [18],
representing a specific sequence of network functions that a
traffic flow1 requires to traverse for E2E service provisioning.
All VNF chains are managed by a virtualization controller
and are placed onto the physical substrate network, with each
VNF embedded on an NFV node and virtual links represented
by transmission links and network switches. This process is
known as VNF chain embedding [13], [14], [19], [20]. Note
that the virtualization controller is software-defined networking (SDN) enabled [21], with all control functions decoupled
from the underlying physical network [22], [23]. Therefore,
the controller has direct control (programmability) on all VNFs
to enhance resource utilization via traffic balancing and VM
migration [24], [25].
E2E packet delay of a delay-sensitive service flow traversing
an embedded VNF chain is a main metric indicating the
embedding performance. Exsiting research works investigate
how to achieve optimal embedding of VNF chains on the core
network to minimize the deployment, operational, and delay
violation cost under physical resource constraints and flow
conservation constraints. E2E packet delay of each traffic flow
is calculated as a summation of packet transmission delays
on each physical link, without considering packet processing
delay due to CPU processing on NFV nodes [13], [14], [26].
However, each packet from different traffic flows passing
1 A traffic (service) flow refers to an aggregation of packets belonging to
the same service type for the same source and destination node pair in the
backbone network.
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through an NFV node usually requires different amounts of
CPU processing time on the NFV node and packet transmission time on the outgoing link in sequence [27], [28].
Depending on the type of VNF each flow traverses, some
flows’ packets with large headers bottleneck on CPU processing, whereas packets of other flows having large packet
payload sizes demand more transmission time. In addition,
the packet arrival process of a flow at an NFV node correlates
with packet processing and transmission at its preceding NFV
nodes, which makes E2E delay analysis difficult. Therefore,
how to develop an analytical model to evaluate the delay that
each packet of a flow experiences when passing through an
embedded VNF chain, including packet queueing delay, packet
processing delay on NFV nodes, and packet transmission delay
on links, is a challenging research issue. For VNF chain
embedding, there is a tradeoff between E2E delay satisfaction
and reducing the network cost. Different VNF chains are
often embedded on a common network path with multiple
VNF instances operated on an NFV node to improve resource
utilization and reduce the deployment and operational cost of
network functions and links. On the other hand, sharing a set
of physical resources with other flows on NFV nodes and links
may degrade the delay of one individual flow. Thus, modeling
E2E packet delay of each flow is essential to achieve delayaware VNF chain embedding. Since traffic flows traversing
each NFV node demonstrate discrepant “dominant” resource
consumption on either CPU or link bandwidth, how to allocate
the two resources among traffic flows to guarantee allocation
fairness and achieve high resource utilization, referred to as
bi-resource allocation, needs investigation and is required for
E2E delay modeling.
In this paper, we employ dominant-resource generalized
processor sharing (DR-GPS) [28] as the bi-resource allocation
scheme among traffic flows sharing resources at each NFV
node. The DR-GPS balances the tradeoff between service isolation and high resource utilization, and maintains dominantresource fairness [29] among flows. Then, we model packet
delay of a flow passing through NFV nodes and physical links
(and switches) of an embedded VNF chain. The contributions
of this paper are two-folded:
1) With DR-GPS, we establish a tandem queueing model
to extract the process of each flow going through CPU
processing and link transmission at the first NFV node. To
remove the rate coupling effect among flows, we derive
average processing rate as an approximation on instantaneous processing rate for each flow with the consideration
of resource multiplexing. An M/D/1 queueing model is
then developed for each decoupled processing queue to
determine the average packet processing delay. Based
on the analysis of packet departure process from each
decoupled processing queue, the decoupled transmission
rate is derived for each flow.
2) We analyze packet arrival process and then remove rate
coupling effect of each flow traversing the subsequent
NFV node. To eliminate the dependence of packet processing and packet transmission between consecutive
NFV nodes, the arrival process of each flow at the

subsequent NFV node is approximated as a Poisson
process and an M/D/1 queueing model is employed to
calculate the average delay for packet processing. It is
proved that the average packet queueing delay for CPU
processing based on the approximated M/D/1 queueing
model is an improved upper bound over that calculated
upon a G/D/1 queueing model.
The rest of the paper is organized as following sections.
Existing studies on E2E packet delay modeling for embedded
VNF chains are reviewed in Section II. The system model
under consideration is described in Section III. In Section IV,
we present a bi-resource allocation scheme employed for
flows traversing an NFV node. The end-to-end delay modeling
for packet flows going through an embedded VNF chain is
established in Section V. In Section VI, numerical results are
presented to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed delay
analytical framework and its effectiveness for achieving delayaware VNF chain embedding. Lastly, we draw the conclusions
in Section VII. Main parameters and symbols throughout this
paper are summarized in Table I.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In most existing studies, E2E packet delay for an embedded
VNF chain is modeled as a summation of transmission delays
when every packet of a flow traverses each embedded physical
link, without considering packet processing delay associated
with VNFs. In [13] and [14], delay violation penalty is
expressed as a function of E2E packet transmission delay
for each traffic flow, which indicates the cost if the delay
requirement for packets traversing an embedded VNF chain
is violated. A delay violation cost minimization problem is
then formulated to determine an optimal embedded physical
network path that achieves minimum E2E packet transmsission delay for each flow. In [26], the total delay when a
packet is routed between consecutive virtual nodes consists
of packet processing delay, packet queueing delay, and packet
transmission delay, and is determined using network traffic
measuring tools instead of analytical modeling. The E2E delay
for packets going through each source-destination (S-D) node
pair in an embedded virtual network is then calculated to
achieve QoS-aware multicast virtual network embedding. For
embedded VNF chains, how CPU and bandwidth resources
are shared among multiple flows traversing each NFV node
determines the fractions of processing and transmission rates
allocated to each flow, and thus affects E2E packet delay
calculation. Multi-resource sharing is studied in a data center
(DC) environment [27]–[29], where dominant-resource fair
allocation is adopted to equalize the dominant resource shares
of multiple flows, while achieving high resource utilization.
However, how to model E2E packet delay for each flow
traversing a set of DC nodes needs further investigation [28].
An analytical E2E delay model for packets passing through
each embedded VNF chain is established in [30], where an
independent M/M/1/K queueing model is employed to evaluate
packet delay at each VNF. However, packet inter-arrival time
at a subsequent VNF correlates with the processing and
transmission rates at its preceding VNF, making packet delay
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TABLE I: Main parameters and symbols
Symbol
I
Nz
nz
λi
τi,1 /τi,2
Ci,1 /Ci,2
ci,1 /ci,2
hi,1 /hi,2
B
µi,1 /µi,2
%i,1
µ0i,1 /µ0i,2
%0i,1
Yi
Zi
Di,z
(f )
Di,z

Definition
Set of traffic flows traversing a common embedded physical network path
z th NFV node along one embedded VNF chain
Number of network switches and physical links between Nz and Nz+1
Packet arrival rate of traffic flow i at N1
Time consumption of each packet of flow i for CPU processing/link transmission at N1
Maximum packet processing/transmission rate allocated to flow i at N1
Allocated packet processing/transmission rate out of Ci,1 /Ci,2 to flow i
Fraction of CPU/link bandwidth resources allocated to flow i at N1
One of the flow combinations for a backlogged flow set out of I
Decoupled packet processing/transmission rate for flow i at N1
Non-empty probability of flow i’ s processing queue at N1
Decoupled packet processing/transmission rate for flow i at N2
Non-empty probability of flow i’ s processing queue at N2
Inter-departure time of successive packets of flow i from the decoupled processing at N1
Packet inter-departure time for flow i passing though link transmission at N1
Average packet delay for flow i passing through z th NFV node
Total packet transmission delay for flow i traversing nz switches and links

calculation unique at each VNF. In addition, the assumption
of exponential distribution on packet processing time needs
justification. Existing studies establish analytical delay models
for packets of a traffic flow going through a set of OpenFlow
network switches in SDN [31], [32]. Since control functions
are migrated from each network switch to the SDN controller
where processing resources are consumed for making routing
decisions, the network switches are simplified with only packet
forwarding functions. E2E packet delay for a flow passing
through a sequence of network switches is determined based
on an M/M/1 queueing network modeling.
Overall, developing an accurate analytical E2E delay model
for each traffic flow traversing an embedded VNF chain is
challenging and of importance for achieving delay-aware VNF
chain embedding.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Embedded VNF Chains
An aggregated data traffic flow from the wireless network
domain, belonging to an identical service type, is required
to traverse a sequence of VNFs in the core network to fulfill
certain service requirements. Each VNF is embedded and operated on an NFV node, and each virtual link represents a set of
transmission links and network switches. Multiple VNF chains
can be embedded on a common network path to improve
resource utilization and reduce network deployment and operational cost. We consider a set, I, of traffic flows traversing
different logic VNF chains over a common embedded physical
path. In Fig. 1, two flows i and j (∈ I), representing two logic
VNF chains f1 → f3 and f1 → f2 , respectively, traverse
one embedded network path and share the same physical
resources. At the service level, we have flow i traversing a
firewall function and a domain name system (DNS) function
sequentially to fulfill a secured DNS service request, and flow
j traversing a firewall function and an intrusion detection
system (IDS) for secured end-to-end data streaming. At the
network level, flow i goes through the first NFV node N1
operating VNF f1 and transmission link L0 , and are then
forwarded by n1 network switches {R1 , ..., Rk , ..., Rn1 } and

n1 transmission links {L1 , ..., Lk , ..., Ln1 } in between before
reaching the second NFV node, N2 , operating VNF f3 ; Flow
j traverses the same physical path but passes through VNF
f2 at the second NFV node N2 . After passing through N2 ,
traffic flows i and j are forwarded by a sequence of n2
switches and n2 links (not depicted in Fig. 1 for brevity)
to reach the destination node in the core network. For a
general case, we have the set I of flows traversing and sharing
an embedded physical path, with m NFV nodes denoted
by Nz (z = 1, 2, ..., m) and nz pairs of network switches
and physical links forwarding traffic between NFV nodes Nz
and Nz+1 before reaching the destination node. With NFV,
different VNFs can be flexibly orchestrated and installed at
appropriate NFV nodes to enhance traffic balancing and reduce
deployment cost of network infrastructure. When a traffic flow
passes through an NFV node, each packet of the flow first
requires a CPU time for packet processing, after which the
processed packet is allocated link bandwidth resources for
transmission [28]. The total amount of CPU time is assumed
infinitely divisible [27], [28] on each NFV node and needs to
be properly shared among traffic flows passing through, and
the bandwidth resources on transmission links are also shared
among traffic flows.
B. Traffic Model
Packet arrivals of flow i at the first NFV node, N1 , are
modeled as a Poisson process with arrival rate λi . For resource
requirements of a flow, we define time profile for flow i passing
through N1 as a two dimensional time vector [τi,1 , τi,2 ],
indicating that every packet of flow i requires τi,1 time for
CPU processing and τi,2 time for transmission if all CPU time
on N1 and link bandwidth resources on L0 are allocated to
flow i [28]. Correspondingly, the rate vector [Ci,1 , Ci,2 ] (in
the unit of packet per second) for flow i is the reciprocal
1
1
of the time profile, Ci,1 = τi,1
and Ci,2 = τi,2
. Service
flows with different packet structures often have discrepant
time profile when passing through an NFV node. For example,
when going through a firewall function, service flows carrying
small packets with a large header size, such as DNS request
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Fig. 1: Two embedded VNF chains sharing a common physical network path.

packets, are more CPU time demanding, whereas other data
traffic flows, e.g., video traffic, with a large packet size will
require more time for packet transmissions but less time on
packet processing. Therefore, service flows always have a
more critical resource consumption on either CPU time or
link bandwidth, which is referred to as dominant resource.
With a given set of maximum available CPU resources and
link bandwidth resources on an NFV node and its outgoing
link, time profile for different traffic flows sharing one NFV
node can be very different. The maximum available CPU
time on N1 and maximum link bandwidth on L0 are shared
among flows. Suppose flow i is allocated packet processing
rate ci,1 out of the maximum processing rate Ci,1 , and packet
transmission rate ci,2 out of the maximum transmission rate
Ci,2 . Note that when the CPU time is shared among multiple
flows, there can be some overhead time as the total CPU
resources switch among flows for different processing tasks.
Existing studies show that this CPU switching overhead only
becomes obvious when the traffic of each flow is saturated
with a high percentage of CPU utilization (i.e., CPU cores
are frequently interrupted for switching tasks) [18], [33].
Considering only non-saturation traffic, we assume that the
allocated processing rate ci,1 for flow i (∈ I) varies linearly
with its occupied fraction of CPU time (i.e., the useful fraction
of CPU usage). Thus, we denote the fraction of CPU resources
c
allocated to flow i by hi,1 = Ci,1
and the fraction of link
i,1
ci,2
bandwidth resources by hi,2 = Ci,2 .
IV. B I -R ESOURCE A LLOCATION D ISCIPLINE
A. Dominant-Resource Generalized Processor Sharing
When different service flows multiplex at a common NFV
node, we want to determine how CPU and link bandwidth
resources should be shared among the traffic flows to achieve
high utilization on each resource type and, at the same time,
maintain a (weighted) fair allocation among the services. Since
service flows can have different dominant resources, the biresource sharing becomes more challenging than single resource allocation, to balance between high resource utilization
and fair allocation for both resource types.
The generalized processor sharing (GPS) discipline is a
benchmark fluid-flow (i.e., with resources being infinitely
divisible) based single resource allocation model for integrated
service networks in the traditional communication networks

[34], [35]. Each service flow, say flow i, at a common GPS
server (e.g., a network switch) is assigned a positive value,
ϕi , indicating its priority in bandwidth allocation. The GPS
server guarantees that the allocated transmission rate gi for
flow i satisfies
ϕi
(1)
gi ≥ P G
ϕi
i∈I

where G is the maximum service rate of the GPS server. Note
that the inequality sign in (1) holds when some flows in I do
not have packets to transmit, and thus more resources can be
allocated among any backlogged flows. Therefore, GPS has
the properties of achieving both service isolation and a high
resource multiplexing gain among flows.
However, if GPS is directly applied in the bi-resource
context (i.e., bi-resource GPS), it is difficult to simultaneously
maintain fair allocation for both CPU time and link bandwidth
and achieve high system performance. Consider flow i and
flow j, with time profiles [τi,1 , τi,2 ] and [τj,1 , τj,2 ] respectively,
traversing NFV node N1 , with the same service priority for
fair resource sharing. Assume τi,1 > τi,2 and τj,1 < τj,2 . If
we apply the bi-resource GPS, both the maximum processing
and transmission rates are equally divided for the two flows.
Consequently, the performance of both flows traversing N1 is
not maximized: For flow i, due to unbalanced time profiles,
the allocated link transmission rate ci,2 is larger than the
processing rate ci,1 , leading to resource wastage on link
transmission; The situation reverses for flow j, where packets
are accumulated for transmissions, causing an increase of
queueing delay. Therefore, to improve the system performance, a basic principle [28] is that the fractions, hi,1 and
hi,2 , of CPU and bandwidth resources allocated to any flow
i (∈ I) should be in the same proportion as its time profile,
τ
h
= τi,1
, to guarantee the allocated processing rate be
i.e., hi,1
i,2
i,2
equalized with the transmission rate, i.e., ci,1 = ci,2 . In such a
way, queueing delay before packet transmissions of each flow
can be eliminated. However, with this basic principle, if we
apply GPS on one of the two resources (i.e., single-resource
GPS with equalized processing and transmission rates), the
allocation of the other type of resources among traffic flows
continues to be unbalanced due to the discrepancy of time
profiles among different flows.
To maximize the tradeoff between high performance and
fair resource allocation for each traffic flow, we employ a
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(2b)
(2c)
(2d)
(2e)

In (P1), wi and wj are weights of resource allocation to
represent service priority for flow i and flow j, respectively,
and hi,d is the fraction of occupied dominant resources of
flow i, which is either hi,1 or hi,2 . Constraint (2c) guarantees
ci,1 = ci,2 ; Constraint (2d) equalizes the fractions of allocated
dominant resources among the backlogged flows. Problem
(P1) is a linear programming problem and can be solved
efficiently to obtain the optimal solutions of hi,1 and hi,2 for
any flow i.
The DR-GPS has properties of i) service isolation by
guaranteeing a service rate in (1) to each flow, and ii) work
conservation by fully utilizing at least one of the two types
of resources in serving the backlogged flows [28], [36],
[37]. Although the queueing delay for packet transmissions is
reduced by employing the DR-GPS scheme, the total packet
delay2 for each flow traversing the same NFV node should be
evaluated. With GPS [34], [35], the process of multiple traffic
flows passing through common NFV node N1 is extracted
as a tandem queueing model, shown in Fig. 2. The total
packet delay is the summation of packet queueing delay before
processing, packet processing delay and packet transmission
delay. In the following, we develop an analytical model to
evaluate the total packet delay for each traffic flow traversing
N1 . Based on the delay modeling for flows traversing the
first NFV node, the end-to-end packet delay for traffic flows
passing through the embedded VNF chains can be analyzed.
2 Total packet delay refers to the duration from the instant that a packet
of one traffic flow reaches to the processing queue of the NFV node to the
instant when it is transmitted out of the NFV node over a physical link.
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 i∈B
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s.t.
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hi,d
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=
, ∀i, j ∈ B
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hi,1 , hi,2 , wi , wj ∈ [0, 1].

Processing queue

...

dominant-resource generalized processor sharing scheme [28]
for the bi-resource allocation. The DR-GPS combines the
concepts of dominant resource fairness (DRF) [29] and GPS,
in which the fractions of allocated dominant resources among
different backlogged flows are equalized based on service
priority, and the other type of resources are allocated to ensure
the processing rate equal transmission rate for each flow
(the basic principle applies). When some flows do not have
backlogged packets for processing, their allocated resources
are redistributed among other backlogged flows if any. Since
there are a finite number of flow combinations to form a
backlogged flow set out of I, we denote B (∈ I) as one of
the flow combinations for a backlogged flow set. Each backlogged flow has a dominant resource consumption in either
packet processing or packet transmission. We mathematically
formulate DR-GPS in (P1) when the set, I (|I| ≥ 1), of traffic
flows traverse N1 , where | · | is the set cardinality, as follows:

Flow j (l j )

c j ,1

c j ,2

Flow i

CPU processing Link transmission

Fig. 2: A queueing model for multiple traffic flows traversing N1 .

V. E ND - TO -E ND D ELAY A NALYSIS
In this section, we first analyze the total packet delay for
each traffic flow traversing the first NFV node, and then
extend the delay model to evaluate the end-to-end delay for
traffic lows passing through a sequence of NFV nodes of an
embedded VNF chain.
A. Rate Decoupling
The main difficulty in analyzing the packet delay for each
flow is that both the processing and transmission rates of
each flow depend on the backlog status of other flows at
the same NFV node. For the case of two flows, when one
of the flows has an empty processing queue, its processing
and transmission resources are given to the other backlogged
flow to exploit the traffic multiplexing gain. Therefore, the
processing (transmission) rate of each flow switches between
two deterministic rate values, depending on the status of the
other flow. For a general case where we have the set, I, of
multiplexing flows which includes a set, B, of backlogged
flows excluding the tagged flow i, the processing rate ci,1
of flow i can be determined by solving (P1), based on set
B of backlogged flows. We further denote B as Br where
|I|
|I|
r = 1, 2, ..., |B|
, representing one of |B|
combinations
of |B| backlogged flows. Thus, ci,1 changes with Br . This
correlation of queue status among flows leads to the processing
rate of each flow jumping over discrete deterministic values,
making the total packet delay analysis complex.
To remove the coupling effect of instantaneous processing
rate of one flow fluctuating with the backlog status of other
flows, we first determine the average processing rate µi,1 for
flow i, with the consideration of resource multiplexing among
different flows, i.e., non-empty probabilities of processing
queues from all other flows, through a set of high-order
nonlinear equations given by

|I|−1 M

X X Y
Y



µ
=
%l,1
(1 − %k,1 )ci,1
 i,1
r=1
l∈B
|B|=0
r
k∈Br
(3)


λ

i

%i,1 =
, ∀i ∈ I.
µi,1

S
In (3), M = |I|−1
, Br = I\{i Br }, and %i,1 is the non|B|
empty probability of processing queue for flow i at N1 . Given
packet arrival rate for any flow in I, (3) has 2|I| equations
with 2|I| variables and can be solved numerically for the set of
average processing rates of each flow. For analysis tractability,
we use the average processing rate, µi,1 , as an approximation
for the instantaneous processing rate ci,1 to transform the
original correlated processing system to a number of |I|
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uncorrelated processing queues. A case of two traffic flows at
an NFV node is demonstrated in Fig. 3. With the decoupled
Processing queue

ξYi (t) = (1 − %i,1 ) ξ(Xi +Ti ) (t) + %i,1 ξTi (t)

Decoupled processing

Flow i (li )

mi ,1

ci ,2

Flow j (l j )

m j ,1

c j ,2

CPU processing Link transmission

(a)
Processing queue

Therefore, the probability density function (PDF) of Yi , ξYi (t),
can be calculated as

Decoupled processing Decoupled transmission

Flow i (li )

mi ,1

mi ,2

Flow j (l j )

m j ,1

m j ,2
(b)

Fig. 3: A queueing model for (a) decoupled packet processing and (b)
decoupled packet processing and transmission.

deterministic processing rates, packet processing for each flow
can be modeled as an M/D/1 queueing process, upon which
we can further calculate both the decoupled packet processing
delay and the total packet delay for processing. The accuracy
of processing rate decoupling is verified through extensive
simulations presented in Section VI.
In Fig. 3(a), the instantaneous link transmission rate for
each flow is also correlated with the backlog status of other
flows. To remove the transmission rate correlation for packet
delay analysis at the first NFV node, we analyze the packet
arrival process of each flow at link transmission (i.e., the
departure process from the preceding packet processing) in
the following.
B. Queue Modeling at the First NFV Node
We study the packet departure process from each decoupled
processing at N1 . Taking flow i in Fig. 3 as an example, we
focus on the inter-departure time between two successively
departed packets from the decoupled processing. As indicated
in [38] and [39], for an M/D/1 queueing system, the queue
occupancy distribution in a steady state seen by a departing
packet is the same as that seen by an arriving packet due to
the Poisson characteristic of the arriving process. Therefore,
a departing packet from the decoupled processing sees the
same empty probability of the processing queue as an arriving
packet. Let random variable Yi be the inter-departure time
of successive packets of flow i departing from the decoupled
processing at N1 . If the l th departing packet sees a nonempty
1
queue, then Yi = Ti , where Ti = µi,1
is the decoupled
processing time for a packet of flow i; If the departing packet
sees an empty queue upon its departure, Yi = Xi + Ti ,
where random variable Xi denotes the duration from the
time of the l th packet departure of flow i to the time of
(l + 1) th packet arrival. Because of the memoryless property
of a Poisson arrival process, Xi has the same exponential
distribution as packet inter-arrival time with parameter λi .

(4)

i
. Since Xi and Ti are independent random
where %i,1 = µλi,1
variables, the PDF of Xi + Ti is the convolution of the PDFs
of Xi and Ti . Thus, (4) is further derived as


λi
λi
ξYi (t) = 1 −
[ξXi (t) ~ ξTi (t)] +
ξT (t)
µi,1
µi,1 i



λi  −λi t
λi e
u(t) ~ δ(t − Ti )
= 1−
µi,1
λi
+
δ(t − Ti )
µi,1
λi (µi,1 − λi ) −λi (t−Ti )
λi
=
e
u(t − Ti ) +
δ(t − Ti )
µi,1
µi,1
(5)

where u(t) is the unit step function, δ(t) is the Dirac delta
function, and ~ is the convolution operator. From (5), the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of Yi is given by




λi
−λi (t−Ti )
FYi (t) = 1 − 1 −
e
u(t − Ti ). (6)
µi,1
Based on (5) and (6), both mean and variance of Yi can be
calculated as
1
1
1
.
(7)
E[Yi ] =
and D[Yi ] = 2 −
λi
λi
µi,1 2
From (6) and (7), we observe that, when λi is small, the
departure process, delayed by the service time Ti , approaches
the Poisson arrival process with parameter λi ; when λi is
increased to approach µi,1 , the departure process approaches
the deterministic process with rate µi,1 .
Since the packet departure rate from each decoupled processing is the same as packet arrival rate at each processing
queue, the decoupled transmission rate µi,2 for flow i is the
same as µi,1 , by solving the set of equations in (3). At this
point, we have a complete decoupled queueing model of both
packet processing and packet transmission for flow i traversing
the first NFV node N1 , shown in Fig. 3(b). The average total
packet delay for flow i is determined by
Di,1 =

1
λi
1
+
+
.
2
µi,1
2µi,1 (1 − %i,1 ) µi,2

(8)

Before modeling the delay for flows going through the
second NFV node, N2 , we analyze the departure process for
packet transmissions of each flow at N1 . Similar to the analysis
of packet departure process from the decoupled processing
for flow i at N1 , we set time 0 as the instant when the l th
packet departs from the processing queue and reaches the
transmitting queue for immediate packet transmission. Since
we have µi,1 = µi,2 , Ti also indicates packet transmission
1
. Let Zi denote packet inter-departure
time, i.e., Ti = µi,2
time for flow i passing though link transmission. If the l th
departing packet from the processing queue sees a nonempty
queue, we have Zi = Ti ; otherwise, the following two cases
apply, as illustrated in Fig. 4:
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Case 1 – If the (l + 1) th packet’s arrival time at the
processing queue is greater than the l th packet’s transmission
time at the transmitting queue, i.e, Xi > Ti , we have
Zi = ζ1 + 2ζ2 = (Xi − Ti ) + 2Ti = Xi + Ti

(9)

where ζ1 indicates the duration from the instant that the l th
packet departs from the transmission queue till the instant that
the (l + 1) th packet arrives at the processing queue, and ζ2 =
Ti ;
Case 2 – If the (l + 1) th packet arrives at the processing
queue while the l th packet is still at the transmission queue,
i.e., Xi ≤ Ti , we have
Zi = ζ10 + ζ20 = [Ti − (Ti − Xi )] + Ti = Xi + Ti

(10)

where ζ10 denotes the remaining processing time on the (l +
1) th packet at the processing queue after the l th packet departs
from transmission queue, and ζ20 = Ti .
l th departure from
transmitting queue

(l+1) th departure

Zi

z1
Ti

0

z2

z2
Xi

X i + Ti

X i + 2Ti

Time

(a) X i > Ti
l th departure from
transmitting queue

(l+1) th departure

Zi

z 1'
0

Xi

Ti

z 2'
X i + Ti

X i + 2Ti

Time

(b) X i £ Ti

Fig. 4: A composition of Zi under different cases.

As a result, the PDF of Zi is given by

ξZi (t) = (1 − %i,1 ) P {Xi ≤ Ti }ξ(Xi +Ti ) (t)

+P {Xi > Ti }ξ(Xi +Ti ) (t) + %i,1 ξTi (t)

(11)

= (1 − %i,1 ) ξ(Xi +Ti ) (t) + %i,1 ξTi (t).
Comparing with (4) and (11), we conclude that Zi and Yi have
exactly the same probability distribution, and thus any order
of statistics (e.g. expectation, variance).
C. Delay over the Virtual Link between NFV Nodes N1 and
N2

(f )

Di,1 =

2n1
.
µi,2

(12)

Proposition 1. A Poisson packet flow traverses a tandem of
k (k = 1, 2, 3, ...) servers, each with deterministic service
capacity Y (k) . If we have Y (q) ≥ Y (q−1) , ∀q ∈ [2, k],
the departure process of the traffic flow coming out of the
k th (k ≥ 2) server remains the same as the departure process
from the first server.
The proof of Proposition 1 is given in Appendix A.
According to Proposition 1, the arrival process at the second
NFV node N2 is the same as the traffic departure process from
N1 . Based on (7) and (11), the arrival rate for flow i at N2 is
λi . Thus, the same method can be used as in (3) to get a set of
decoupled processing and transmission rates µ0i,1 and µ0i,2 for
flow i at N2 , as shown in Fig. 5, by taking into consideration
the time profiles of traffic flows going through the new VNF(s)
at N2 and instantaneous processing and transmission rates c0i,1
and c0i,2 allocated to flow i. The main difference in packet
delay modeling for flow i at N2 from that at N1 is that the
packet arrival process for flow i is a general process with
average arrival rate λi . The process has the inter-arrival time
Zi with the same CDF, expectation and variance as those of
Yi in (6) and (7). Thus, we can model packet processing at
N2 as a G/D/1 queueing process3 , where the average packet
queueing delay before processing for flow i at N2 is given by
[38]




1
1
2
λi λ12 − µi,1
λi λ12 − µi,1
2 − σi
2
i
i

 . (13)
≤
Wi,2 =
2 1 − %0i,1
2 1 − %0i,1
In (13), ρ0i,1 = µλ0 i , Te is the idle duration within inter-arrival
i,1
time of successive packets of flow i at N2 , with variance σi2 .
Since the arrival process at N2 for each flow correlates with
the preceding decoupled processing rates at N1 , as indicated
in (6), the G/D/1 queueing model is not accurate especially
when λi becomes large [38]. Also, it is difficult to obtain the
distribution of Te to calculate σi2 in (13). Using the upper
bound in (13) to approximate Wi,2 is not accurate when λi
is small (the queueing system is lightly loaded), since the
probability of an arriving packet at the processing queue of
N2 seeing an empty queue increases, and σi2 becomes large.
Processing queue Decoupled processing Decoupled transmission

Flow i
...

So far, we derive the packet departure process of each flow
from the link transmission at the first NFV node N1 . Before
reaching to the second NFV node N2 , the flows may go
through a sequence of network switches and physical links
forwarding the traffic. The transmission rates allocated to
flow i from these switches and links are the same as the
transmission rates µi,2 from N1 to maximize the bandwidth
utilization [40]. Therefore, queueing delays on switches and
links are not considered for each flow. The total packet
transmission delay for flow i traversing n1 switches and n1
links before reaching N2 is given by

D. Delay at the Second NFV Node

Flow j
Node

Node

Fig. 5: A decoupled queueing model for traffic flows traversing the first and
second NFV nodes in sequence.

From (6) and (7), in the case of µ0i,1 < µi,2 , Zi is
more likely to approach an exponentially distributed random
variable than a deterministic value with varying λi under the
3 Note that we consider the case where µ0
i,1 < µi,2 , ∀i ∈ I ; For the case
of µ0i,1 ≥ µi,2 , there is no queueing delay for processing at N2 .
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condition of ρ0i,1 < 1. Therefore, to make the arrival process
of each flow at the processing queue of N2 independent
of processing and transmission rates at N1 , we approximate
packet arrival process of flow i at N2 as a Poisson process with
rate parameter λi , and establish an M/D/1 queueing model
to represent the packet processing for flow i. Proposition 2
indicates that the average packet queueing delay Qi,2 in the
M/D/1 queueing model is an improved upper bound over that
in the G/D/1 system in (13), especially when the input traffic
is lightly loaded.
Proposition 2. Given µ0i,1 < µi,2 , Qi,2 is an upper bound
of Wi,2 when the processing queue for flow i at N2 is both
lightly-loaded and heavily-loaded.
The proof of Proposition 2 is given in Appendix B.
According to the approximation on packet arrival process
for flow i at N2 , average total packet delay at N2 is calculated,
independently of the processing and transmission rates at N1 ,
given by

1
λi

 1 +
 + 0 , µ0i,1 < µi,2

2
 µ0
0
0
µi,2
2µi,1 1 − ρi,1
i,1
Di,2 =
1
1

0


 µ0 + µ0 , µi,1 ≥ µi,2 .
i,1
i,2
(14)
E. Average E2E Delay
Based on the same methodology of delay modeling for
packets traversing N2 , the average total packet delay for
flow i traversing each subsequent NFV node (if any) can be
derived independently. Under the condition that the decoupled
packet processing rate of flow i at one subsequent NFV node
Nz (z > 2) is smaller than the decoupled packet transmission
rate at its preceding NFV node Nz−1 , using an approximated
M/D/1 queueing model to represent packet processing at Nz is
valid since packet arrival process of flow i at Nz is more likely
to approach a Poisson process with varying λi . In general, the
average E2E delay for a packet of flow i passing through
an embedded VNF chain, consisting of m NFV nodes, is the
summation of average total delay for a packet passing through
all NFV nodes and the total transmission delay on switches
and links along the path forwarding the packet, given by
Di =

m
X
z=1

Di,z +

m
X

(f )

Di,z .

(15)

z=1

In (15), Di,z is the average packet delay for flow i passing
(f )
through z th NFV node of the embedded VNF chain, Di,z is
the total packet transmission delay for flow i traversing nz
switches and nz links before reaching NFV node Nz+1 , and
is determined in the same way as in (12).

flows, i and j, traversing logic VNF chains firewall (f1 ) →
DNS (f3 ) and firewall (f1 ) → IDS (f2 ) respectively, are
embedded on a common physical path and share a set of
processing and transmission resources, as shown in Fig. 1.
Flow i represents DNS request traffic, whereas flow j indicates
a video-conferencing data streaming. The packet arrival rate
λi for flow i is set to 150 packet/s with packet size of 4000
bits [42]. The packet size for flow j is set to 16000 bits,
and we vary its arrival rate, λj , from 75 packet/s to 350
packet/s to reflect different traffic load conditions. The rate
vector for each flow traversing an NFV node is tested over
OpenStack [43], which is a resource virtualization platform
installed on each NFV node. By injecting traffic flows with
different packet sizes into different VNFs programmed on the
OpenStack, we test maximum available packet processing and
transmission rates for different flows. With DR-GPS, each flow
is allocated a fraction of the maximum available processing
and transmission rates, upon which packet-level simulation is
conducted to evaluate packet delay of each flow traversing
each NFV node. Table II summarizes the rate vectors for flows
i and j traversing different VNFs. Other important simulation
settings are also included.
A. Packet Delay at the First NFV Node (N1 )
We first compare packet processing delay and packet queueing delay for each flow traversing N1 . In Fig. 6, it is
demonstrated that both packet processing delay and packet
queueing delay derived using rate decoupling between flows
i and j are close to the simulation results with rate coupling.
We can see from Fig. 6(a) that the decoupled processing
rate for flow i decreases with λj , since the processing queue
nonempty probability for flow j increases statistically, shrinking the decoupled processing rates for the other flow. Packet
transmission delay and queueing delay before transmission are
evaluated for both flows at N1 in Fig. 7. For packet transmission delay, the analytical results match the simulation results
well, and there is almost no queueing delay before packet
transmissions, which indicates the accuracy of the proposed
transmission rate decoupling. In Fig. 8, we compare queueing
delays before packet transmissions for flows i and j at N1 by
employing DR-GPS and bi-resource GPS schemes. Although
the bi-resource GPS achieves fair allocation on both CPU and
bandwidth resources between the two flows, the amount of
allocated bandwidth resources is overly provisioned for flow
i and is underestimated for flow j, due to the discrepancy of
time profiles for different flows. Thus, packet queueing delay
before link transmission for flow j becomes much larger than
that with the DR-GPS where packet queueing delays for both
flows at the transmission link of N1 are minimized.
B. Packet Delay at the Second NFV Node (N2 )

VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, simulation results are presented to verify the
accuracy of the proposed packet delay modeling of each flow
passing through an embedded VNF chain. All simulations are
carried out using the network simulator OMNeT++ [41]. We
consider the network scenario where two equally weighted

After traversing the first NFV node, N1 , packet processing
delay for flow i and flow j at the second NFV node, N2 , is
evaluated in Fig. 9. With a close match between analytical
and simulation results, it is verified that the processing rate
decoupling at N2 is accurate. Packet queueing delay before
processing for both flows at N2 are demonstrated in Fig.
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TABLE II: Simulation parameters
Traffic flows
Parameters
Rate vector (Firewall)
Rate vector (DNS)
Rate vector (IDS)
n1
n2
Simulation time

Flow i

Flow j

[1000, 2000] packet/s
[1000, 1250] packet/s
—
20
25
1000 s

[750, 500] packet/s
—
[800, 312.5] packet/s
20
25
1000 s

2.5

2.5

2
2

Packet Delay (ms)

Packet Processing Delay at N1 (ms)

3

1.5

1

Flow i (decoupled)

1.5

1

Transmission delay (flow i, decoupled)
Transmission delay, (flow i, simulation)
Transmission delay (flow j, decoupled)
Transmission delay, (flow j, simulation)
Queueing delay (flow i, simulation)
Queueing delay (flow j, simulation)

Flow i (simulation)
0.5

Flow j (decoupled)

0.5

Flow j (simulation)
0

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

220

240

0

Packet Arrival Rate of Flow j (λj )

80

1.8

120

140

160

180

200

220

240

Fig. 7: Delay for packet transmissions at N1 .

Flow i (decoupled)

1.6

1

10

Flow i (simulation)

1.4

Flow j (decoupled)
1.2

Flow j (simulation)

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

220

240

Packet Arrival Rate of Flow j (λj )

Queueing Delay for Packet Transmission (ms)

Packet Queueing Delay for Processing (ms)

100

Packet Arrival Rate of Flow j (λj )

(a)

0

10

DR-GPS, flow i (simulation)
DR-GPS, flow j (simulation)
Bi-resource GPS, flow i (simulation)

−1

10

Bi-resource GPS, flow j (simulation)

−2

10

−3

(b)
Fig. 6: Packet delay for processing at N1 ; (a) Average packet processing
delay (b) Average packet queueing delay.

10 and Fig. 11. As λj increases, the packet queueing delay
for flow i increases slightly since the resource multiplexing
gain obtained by flow i from flow j becomes small. We can
see from Fig. 10 that the M/D/1 queueing model for packet
processing at N2 provides a tighter upper bound than the
G/D/1 queueing delay upper bound for flow i. In comparison
with the results for flow j in Fig. 11, we observe that the
G/D/1 upper bound of packet queueing delay is looser for flow
i, since the processing queue for flow i is lightly loaded with

10

150

200

250

300

350

Packet Arrival Rate of Flow j (λj )

Fig. 8: Queueing delay for packet transmissions under different resource
allocation disciplines.

low queue nonempty probability shown in Fig. 12, whereas the
G/D/1 queueing delay upper bound becomes tighter for flow
j with the increase of λj but less accurate in a heavy traffic
load condition. For both flows, the proposed M/D/1 queueing
model is an improved upper bound to approximate the packet
queueing delay before processing at N2 .
Packet transmission delay for both flows at N2 is demonstrated in Fig. 13. Similar to Fig. 7, we can see the decoupled
transmission rates for each flow are close to the simulation

Packet Processing Delay at N2 (ms)

4

3.5

3

Flow i (decoupled)
Flow i (simulation)

2.5

Flow j (decoupled)
Flow j (simulation)

2

1.5

1

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

220

240

Nonempty Probability for Processing Queues at N2
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0.9

Flow i
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
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Packet Arrival Rate of Flow j (λj )
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140

160

180

200

220

240

Fig. 12: Nonempty probability for processing queues at N2 .
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Transmission delay (flow i, decoupled)
Transmission delay, (flow i, simulation)
Transmission delay (flow j, decoupled)
Transmission delay, (flow j, simulation)
Queueing delay (flow i, simulation)
Queueing delay (flow j, simulation)

3
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2
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1
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0
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Packet Arrival Rate of Flow j (λj )
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Average Packet Arrival Rate of Flow j (λj )

Fig. 10: Packet queueing delay for flow i at N2 .

Fig. 13: Delay for packet transmissions at N2 .
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Fig. 9: Packet processing delay at N2 .
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Fig. 11: Packet queueing delay for flow j at N2 .
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Fig. 14: End-to-End packet delay for both flows.
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results, and queueing delay before packet transmissions is
negligible. Lastly, we evaluate in Fig. 14 the end-to-end delay
for packets of each flow going through the whole embedded
physical network path, which is a summation of the total
packet delay for traversing all NFV nodes and packet transmission delay over all physical links and network switches. It is
demonstrated that the proposed analytical modeling provides
an accurate delay evaluation on end-to-end packet processing
and transmission for multiple flows traversing VNF chains
embedded on a common physical network path. The proposed
analytical modeling can help to support E2E delay-aware VNF
chain embedding.

sees a nonempty queue, we have Z (k) = Y (1) ; Otherwise, two
cases are considered:
k
P
Case 1 – If X (1) >
Y (q) ,
q=2

Z

(k)

=

X

(1)

−

k
X

In this paper, we present an analytical model to evaluate
E2E packet delay for multiple traffic flows traversing a common embedded VNF chain. With DR-GPS, both CPU and
bandwidth resources are allocated among different flows at
each NFV node to achieve dominant-resource fair allocation
with high resource utilization. A tandem queueing model is
established to describe packets of each flow passing through
an NFV node and its outgoing link. By removing the coupling
effect on instantaneous packet processing rates among multiple
flows, an M/D/1 queueing model is used to determine average
packet delay at each decoupled processing queue of the first
NFV node. The correlation of packet transmission rates is
also removed in the modeling based on the analysis of packet
departure process from each decoupled processing queue. We
further analyze the packet arrival process of each flow at the
subsequent NFV node, and establish an approximated M/D/1
queueing model to determine the average packet delay of
a flow at a decoupled processing queue of the NFV node,
which is proved to be a more accurate upper bound than that
using a G/D/1 queueing model in both lightly- and heavilyloaded traffic conditions. Packet transmission delay over each
embedded virtual link between consecutive NFV nodes is
also derived for E2E delay calculation. Simulation results
demonstrate the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed
analytical E2E packet delay modeling for achieving delayaware VNF chain embedding.

Case 2 – If X (1) ≤

+

k
X

Y (q) = X (1) + Y (1) ; (16)

q=1
k
P

Y (q) ,

q=2

Z (k) =

k
X

Y (q) −

k
X

!
Y (q) − X (1)

= Y (1) + X (1) . (17)

q=2

Hence, Z (k) has the same PDF as Yi derived in (4), which
ends the proof.
A PPENDIX B. P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 2
Proof: When λi is small, σi2 in (13) is close to that for an
M/D/1 queueing system, given by [38]
σi2 ≈

1
1
− 0 2.
λ2i
µi,1

Hence, Wi,2 is further derived as
h

1
1
λi λ12 − µi,1
−
2 −
λ2i
i

Wi,2 ≈
0
2 1 − %i,1


1
λi µ01 2 − µi,1
2
i,1
 .
=
2 1 − %0i,1

(18)

1

i

µ0i,1 2

(19)

When λi becomes large, the idle duration within inter-arrival
time of successive packets of flow i at N2 is small, making
σi2 negligible. Thus, we have




1
1
1
λ
−
λi λ12 − µi,1
2
i µ0
2
µi,1 2
i,1
i
 ≈
 .
Wi,2 ≈
(20)
0
0
2 1 − %i,1
2 1 − %i,1
On the other hand, under both traffic load cases, Qi,2 in the
approximated M/D/1 queueing system is derived as
Qi,2 =
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q=2

q=1

VII. C ONCLUSION

!
(q)

λi
2µ0i,1 2

1 − ρ0i,1

 ≥ Wi,2 .

(21)
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OpenStack the time profiles for traffic flows traversing an NFV
node.

Thus, we prove that Qi,2 is an upper bound of Wi,2 in
both lightly-loaded and heavily-loaded traffic conditions, and
becomes a tighter upper bound than that in the G/D/1 system
in (13) when λi is small.

A PPENDIX A. P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 1
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